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ABSTRACT 
A listing is given of the wavenumber, intensities at 300, 
275, 250, 225, 200 and 175 K and energy of the lower state of C02 
absorption lines between 12 and 20um. They are ordered t y  wave- 
1Sc 16 
0 , s  
number and include 19 bands of 12C 1602, 4 bands of 
2 bands of I2C l60 l80 and 1 band of 0 0. The vibrational 12c 16 17 
and rotational constants and the band intensities used to calculate the 
line parameters are tabulated. 
iii 
The bands of carbon dioxide between 12  and 18 g m  a r e  
important in the ear th 's  atmosphere because of their influence on the 
radiative heat budgc t and also for applications of remote soundings 
experiments from satellites. Carbon dioxide is the most abundant 
gas in the atmospheres of M a r s  and Venus and these bands assume a 
domir,ant role in infrared radiative transfer. To understand the de- 
tails of the radiative processes it is necessary to know the parameters 
of each individual absorption line. 
published some years ago (Drayson and Young 1967) but we now have 
better estimates of some of the constants required to compute them, 
mostly obtained from laboratory spectra described by Chaney (1971 1. 
It seemed appropriate to issue a revised listing of the parameter to 
superceed the previous listing. 
A listing of the parameters w a s  
The main differences between this  and the previous listing 
a re  : 
1) Revised wavenumber of nearly all lines. In most 
cases the differences are small  (less than 0. 05 cm-') 
2) Revised intensities 
3) Inclusion of additional bands (16-19). 
Only bands which w e r e  observed in the laboratory spectra 
a re  included in the listing. (see B b l e  1) This excludes many of the 
very hot bands whose intensities and line positions have never been 
observed. 
applications their contribution to the absorption is negligible, as they 
It also excludes many of the isotopic bands. Fo r  most 
a r e  either extremely weak bands o r  the lines lie in regions dominated 
by much more intecse lines. An absolute cut-off of line intensity at 
300K of 1 x lo-' x n  -' has beer1 employed. (atm.cm)300K -1 
1 
The vibrational and rotational constants used in the calcula- 
tion of the line parameters are shown in Table 2.  
w e r e  obtained by interpolation on the values ofGray and Young (1969)  
for each of the isotopes included. 
l ines w e r e  multiplied by the isotopic abundance relative to 12C1602  in 
air (Table 3).  
The partition functions 
The intensities of isotopic molecular 
Table 4 constitutes the bulk of this report and l ists  the lines 
parameters ordered by wavenumber. 
are cm 
cm 
converted to units cm 
energy is that of the lower state of the transition and may be used to 
compute the temperature dependence of line intensities. 
gives the isotope (left blank for the most abundant isotope),the band 
number from Table 1, the branch and rotational qumtum number of 
the line. For  example line 1069 at 622.375 cm- l  is P 3 4  line of the 
(01O:l) - (0OO:O)  band of 13C1602. The Lorentz half-width of the lines 
is not included in Table 4 since they wi l l  depend on the broadening gases. 
For  self-broadening and nitrogen-broadening the valued calculated by 
Yamamoto et. al. (1969) a r e  recommended. 
Details of the methods of calculation, derivation of the 
In this and other tables the units 
-1  for wavenumbers and energies, while the intensities a r e  In 
(atm cm)300K for all six temperatures. -1 - 1  The intensities may be 
-1 / (mol ern-') by dividing by 2. 4465 x 10”. The 
The band code 
constants and discussion of estimates of e r r o r s  a r e  not shown here but 
wil l  be given in a separate report (Drayson, 1973) and later submitted 
for journai Zublication. 
2 
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Isotopic abundances relative to C 02. 
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TABLE 4 
List'.ng of line parameters for COz.  Refer 
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